FILM LOVERS’ FRIDAY

Oscar-Winners: Best Cinematography

FEBRUARY

Join us Fridays at 1:30 p.m. in the Ferrentino Meeting Room as we play older movies around a theme.

February 7 - **To Catch a Thief** *(103 minutes) Rated PG*

A retired jewel thief will be arrested unless he can trap the copycat burglar who has taken up serial-stealing on the French Riviera. This 1955 romantic thriller stars Cary Grant and Grace Kelly.

February 14 - **Bonnie and Clyde** *(111 minutes) Rated R*

Bored waitress Bonnie Parker falls in love with an ex-con named Clyde Barrow and together they start a violent crime spree through the country, stealing cars and robbing banks. This 1967 drama stars Warren Beatty and Faye Dunaway.

February 21 - **A River Runs Through It** *(123 minutes) Rated PG*

A story of two very different brothers---one reserved, the other a hell-raiser, both angling for the attention of their preacher father, who uses fly-fishing as a metaphor to teach them about life. This 1992 drama stars Brad Pitt, Craig Sheffer, and Tom Skerritt.

February 28 - **Road to Perdition** *(117 minutes) Rated R*

A mob enforcer's son witnesses a murder, forcing him and his father to take to the road, and his father down a path of redemption and revenge. This 2002 crime thriller stars Tom Hanks, Paul Newman, Jennifer Jason Leigh, Jude Law, and Stanley Tucci.